Students rally around basketball team

BY DANIEL GINSBERG
Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

University Police could have more women and minority supervisors and a Police Community Advisory Council to supervise police work, if suggestions given by the Task Force on Police Safety Practices are enacted.

The Task Force on Police Safety Practices, which was appointed after the conclusion of The Daily Pennsylvanian's last police survey in April 1993 and to assess and improve security on campus in University Police's contract with McGinn Security, which makes up the Ivy League.

Cypress Hill to headline at Spring Fling

BY DANIEL GINSBERG
Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

The waiting is finally over. After begging senior class students in support until almost three weeks before Spring Fling, the Spring Fling Committee and university Police Commissioner John Kuprevich are happy to announce that Cypress Hill, the Spring Fling group with a distinctly hip-hop style, will be the main concert at Spring Fling.

The university announced that the concert will be held at 5 p.m. on March 30, at the University of Pennsylvania's Franklin Field. The concert will be sponsored by the Office of Student Activities and the Student Assembly.

The announcement came after a short list was finalized from the committee's survey of possible bands. The list included Cypress Hill, The Roots, and REM.

"We want to thank all of the students who participated in our survey," said senior Bill Haddad, chairperson of the Spring Fling Committee and Wharton junior Haile. "We believe that the feedback from the survey will be very helpful in making our decision."}

Task force urges U. Police to make immediate changes

BY GREGORY MCFARLAND
Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

The Task Force on Police Safety Practices, which was appointed after the conclusion of The Daily Pennsylvanian's last police survey in April 1993 and to assess and improve security on campus in University Police's contract with McGinn Security, which makes up the Ivy League.

The university announced that the concert will be held at 5 p.m. on March 30, at the University of Pennsylvania's Franklin Field. The concert will be sponsored by the Office of Student Activities and the Student Assembly.

The announcement came after a short list was finalized from the committee's survey of possible bands. The list included Cypress Hill, The Roots, and REM.

"We want to thank all of the students who participated in our survey," said senior Bill Haddad, chairperson of the Spring Fling Committee and Wharton junior Haile. "We believe that the feedback from the survey will be very helpful in making our decision."
**Campus Events**

**TUESDAY**
- **11 A.M.** Libra, Student Center, Center City Park
- **11 A.M.-1 P.M.** Library, 3101 Chestnut St.
- **2 P.M.** Film: Life with Picasso, The Annenberg Theater
- **4:30** Peninsula Community Health Center, 201 S. Locust St., Philadelphia

**WEDNESDAY**
- **11 A.M.** Club for Women, 3304 Locust St.
- **12-2** The People's Uber, 3224 Chestnut St.
- **4** The Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer Claude White, Musk Director of Marketing, The Daily Pennsylvanian, Inc., to the University of Pennsylvania Community Health Center, 201 S. Locust St., Philadelphia
- **5 P.M.** Library, 3101 Chestnut St.

**THURSDAY**
- **11 A.M.** Club for Women, 3304 Locust St.
- **12-2** The People's Uber, 3224 Chestnut St.
- **4** The Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer Claude White, Musk Director of Marketing, The Daily Pennsylvanian, Inc., to the University of Pennsylvania Community Health Center, 201 S. Locust St., Philadelphia
- **5 P.M.** Library, 3101 Chestnut St.

**TUESDAY**
- **5** PANHELLIC COUNCIL Meeting on Tuesday. March 23 at 7:00 pm in SHDH 211 to give his presentation. **8:30 P.M.** Room 314. 

**WEDNESDAY**
- **11 A.M.** Club for Women, 3304 Locust St.
- **12-2** The People's Uber, 3224 Chestnut St.
- **4** The Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer Claude White, Musk Director of Marketing, The Daily Pennsylvanian, Inc., to the University of Pennsylvania Community Health Center, 201 S. Locust St., Philadelphia
- **5 P.M.** Library, 3101 Chestnut St.

**THURSDAY**
- **11 A.M.** Club for Women, 3304 Locust St.
- **12-2** The People's Uber, 3224 Chestnut St.
- **4** The Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer Claude White, Musk Director of Marketing, The Daily Pennsylvanian, Inc., to the University of Pennsylvania Community Health Center, 201 S. Locust St., Philadelphia
- **5 P.M.** Library, 3101 Chestnut St.

**In Brief**

Convention Center opens Grand Hall

The Pennsylvania Convention Center opened its convention center on Tuesday. March 22 at 7:00 pm in SHDH 211 to give his presentation.

**Class of '95 to elect officers today**

**Cypress Hill to sing at sling**

**Quote of the Day**

**Assistant Editors**

**Corrections and Clarifications**

**The Daily Pennsylvania**
Brown prof. dismissed for harassment

Brown University Thomas Prof. of Chemistry Kayo-Adesogan was dismissed last week on charges of sexual harassment and sexual assault. The Brown Daily Herald reported last week.

At least three female students made allegations against Adesogan in the Herald, ranging from verbal innuendo to sexual assault. A pre-med sophomore in Adesogan's chemistry class, who asked the Herald that her name be withheld, said that when the asked Adesogan about a test grade, he "put his arm around me and started to rub me on my leg and I just left." She later alleged that Adesogan said he could "suggest a way for me to get higher grades and asked if I would consider it." The student responded to his request, she said the Herald by running out of his office and contacting her dean.

She said at a "Speak-out" held this week as part of Brown's "Women's History Month" that she spoke to Adesogan about her experience with Adesogan, he said, "Let's talk about this situation and see what you could have done differently.

Another student, who asked that her name be withheld, said that upon visiting Adesogan in his office, she felt "confused" by his actions, and that he "told me that my grades were not good enough to be successful in the university."

She then called his office to see if she could talk to him by the phone, Adesogan supposedly forced her to talk to him through the phone. The student said her parents are "consulting an attorney" about the matter.

Adesogan would not comment on the allegations when contacted at his home Saturday afternoon by the Brown paper.

Harvard student runs for state representative

Harvard senior Mark McKay announced his candidacy for Iowa State Representative in the 61st District this month.

McKay won the primary last week on charges of sexual harassment and sexual assault.

McKay's first challenge will be the June 7 primary, in which he has been opposed Costa Barrett. The winner of the primary will then oppose Republican John Parks, an Ames city councillor, in November.

The district's seat is currently vacant. McKay political experience includes work serving as a delegate to the state Democratic Committee and serving on the Undergraduate Committee at Harvard. McKay's political experience includes work serving as a delegate to the state Democratic Committee and serving on the Undergraduate Committee at Harvard.

"I worked in the state capital a few years ago," McKay said. "I knew the political workings and was elected to myself. I can do so well as they can.

McKay conceded that his age may be a help or a hindrance to his campaign staff said he had a youth that would lay to his advantage because, home, of Iowa State University, in "college town."

Princeton power plant nearing completion

Princeton University's plans for the construction of a power plant that will allow it to produce almost all of its own electricity moved a step closer to completion last week.

Princeton began investigating the project two years ago, and enable the university to produce four to eight percent of its own electricity, "cheaper than we can buy it," McPartland said.

A preliminary investigation, though, is underway to convert students to renewable energy.

"The Cornell Daily Sun
Two essential ingredients for a perfect date:

A date and this.

By STEPHEN SNYDER
Daily Pennsylvania Staff Writer
Two of the University's 12 graduate schools slipped, and by one point, the University's overall standing dropped slightly, according to last week's edition of U.S. News and World Report, the biannual ranking of the nation's top 150 universities.

The rankings, published last week, are based on a methodology that includes the following factors:

1. Academic research
2. Faculty resources
3. Student selectivity
4. Financial resources
5. Alumni giving

In a separate ranking of the top medical schools according to specialty, the School of Medicine earned fifth place in both drug and alcohol abuse and geriatric care.

"We always expect good quality students, and all of my dealings with the School of Social Work do reflect the magazine's high regard for the School of Social Work," said the chair of the School of Social Work.

"The magazine, in explaining its methodology, said it surveyed deans, senior faculty and top administrators in each school's top ranked programs of social work.

"The magazine, in explaining its methodology, said it surveyed deans, senior faculty and top administrators in each school's top ranked programs of social work.

"One would have to be more than familiar with the magazine to know this," Crow said.

"This year, the magazine did not rate the graduate schools of nursing, education, veterinary medicine or communication.

Last year, however, U.S. News & World Report did conduct a survey of nursing schools, in which the University of Pennsylvania ranked first place.

School of Engineering Designing and Computing. "I was gratified that this year the rankings did not include a second year of no ranking," Crow said.

"I don't believe we'll see any ranking this year," Crow said.

"I think the decision a student makes in evaluating graduate schools is based much more on the opportunities for being in a good research and academic environment," Crow said.

"I believe we'll see our ratings being against lending too much credence to the rankings, but it's too early to say," Crow said.
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Students rally for Quakers

RALLY from page 1

support, and said the team benefited from the vast number of Quaker fans in attendance at the two tournament games in Uniondale, NY.

"The games in the tournament felt like home games to be honest with you because it was tremendously loud," he said. "The gratification and energy that you provide for them — we can't do it alone."

Dunphy echoed Baratta's statement and added that he felt the Quakers' support at the tournament made a big difference and brought a needed community atmosphere to the campus.

"That is a single moment in time that the community really focuses on and thinks fantastic about," she said. "This was our moment and thinks fantastic about it."

Dunphy, who promised the fans another exciting season next year, said after the rally that this season was almost "as good as you can ever ask for." She added that the basketball team would still like to see these changes implemented a complete improvement of residential security procedures.

"Safety has to be the priority," McCoullum said.

McCoullum said after the rally that she was pleased with the turnout and that the turnout was almost "as good as you can ever ask for." She added that the basketball team would still like to see these changes implemented a complete improvement of residential security procedures.
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Technological Corrections

To the Editor:
The DP's editorial ("Fuzzy Picture" — DP 3/9/94) misattributed responsibility for the qual-
and for design, installation,
DP and operation of the cable
of the numbers of people involved and the
movies.

T

ticular, by singling out Intuitons as repre-
and provision of cable TV programming —
video programming to the five residence halls
endorsed this vendor's approach for delivering
Academic Video Network in 1991, DCCS rec-
ture quality has varied: from building to build

When "living" failed to solve all problems, the
system was re-engineered, with microcomputer
Ware College House and Superblock.

In conclusion, DCCS accepts responsibility
management has been singled out for blame on a
project design approved by a University Steer-
ing Committee and carried out by another de-
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seeing — are at all effective?

But not one of these programs means any
residences - are being left by the wayside.

In two lines, Koval addresses the most
important issue, that is "the sum of responsibility assumed
by the University and its staff toward the security of its faculty,
students and visitors."

Our other fundamental right of those who
reside in University residences is the right to
safety. And this is the very
right that Simeone has time and time again
denied her residence. Do not
forget that as far back as
1990, a student member of the University Safety
and Security Committee gave Simeone a leg
of sleeping guards. Five years later —
then the problems still exist, and its magnitude

tions and that the

It is important to refer to Stephen Houghton's
editorial in The Daily Pennsylvanian: "To the
Editor:..."...But I have never met Gigi
Simeone..."...

We are puzzled by the assertion
that phone calls are never
complaints never fol-
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We respectfully suggest that next time you
resent the fact that the

And, as regards the

We also regret that Residential Living man-
ning technical options and
In translation, the first sentence is:
for the original design, redesign, deployment,
and maintenance of the ResNet cable TV sys-
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Speaker tackles Holocaust denial

By RALPH FRIEDMANN

Daily Pennsylvania Student

If Holocaust deniers are to be believe, gas chambers did not exist, The Diary of Anne Frank is a work of fiction and the Holocaust did not happen.

But, in a speech last night at the Christian Association, Deborah Lipstadt, a professor of Modern Jewish and Holocaust Studies at Emory University, tried to expose the fiction perpetuated by Holocaust deniers.

Lipstadt, who served as a consultant for the U.S. Holocaust Museum in Washington D.C., recently wrote a highly acclaimed book entitled Eclipsing the Holocaust.

A major objective of Holocaust deniers is "to create the illusion that there are two sides to the issue," Lipstadt said.

"We won't give these people the credibility of sitting with them in discussion," she added, saying that she refuses to participate in any television program or public debate which is "set up to make it look like there are two sides to the issue.

Lipstadt said she does not use the term "revisionist" to describe Holocaust deniers because it is a loaded term, arrogant term used to describe certain historical schools of thought.

Reputed Neo-Nazis, white supremacists and racists are among the ranks of the deniers who say the Holocaust never happened. Six million Jews were not systematically exterminated, Lipstadt added. Although she said she will not debate the deniers, Lipstadt did say that retaliation is sometimes needed through lawsuits, such as why some Nazi war criminals avoided conviction. She also emphasized the importance of sitting with them in discussion.

"Exposé what they are and go and learn what it's all about," she said. "The real answer is not to debate, but to educate."

Lipstadt focused on the Institute for Historical Review, a publication which sends to college newspapers for publication.

The newspapers which accept the ad, Lipstadt said, have "confused First Amendment thinking and confused thinking between truth and fiction." "It's either garbage, but students have fallen for it," she added.

Lipstadt read a passage from the IHR's most recent ad which denied the Holocaust's existence.

"The real answer is not to debate, but to educate," Lipstadt read. "The real deniers," Lipstadt said in response to those who deny the Holocaust's existence.

"You're not going to convince the real deniers," Lipstadt said in response. "But you have opened their minds and they were moved and inspired by Lipstadt."

"She has given me ammunition to discount (the deniers) entirely," College junior Adam Schaffer said.

A reception was held after the speech in the Hill building, where students were able to talk with Lipstadt on a more personal basis.

New literacy center to open at U. 

By MIKE DERRY

Daily Pennsylvania Student

A United Nations organization announced that it sent the largest center in the world to work with the Graduate School of Education to establish an international literacy institute at the University next semester.

The center will work on adult literacy in terms of research, policy forums and innovations. The group has been in contact with researchers at UNESCO, a Paris based organization.

"It's on the strength of our productivity, our training, works to promote freedom of the press and freedom of information, in addition to literacy. The group has been in contact with researchers at the University for a number of years," Wagner said.

He added that the literacy center is currently working on a number of other projects, including a joint program with South Africa.

NCAL Director Daniel Wagner said the center's selection four years ago for the national grant helped it maintain its status within UNESCO.

"It is on the strength of our productivity and the reputation that we have established through the national center that the international relationship has flourished," said Wagner.

"It's a question of who's currently doing the work," said Wagner. "It's not extremely widespread, but it did.

Lipstadt said the movement is repressed by Holocaust deniers because it is a common, legitimate term used to describe certain historical schools of thought.

"We won't give these people the credibility of sitting with them in discussion," she added, saying that she refuses to participate in any television program or public debate which is "set up to make it look like there are two sides to the issue.

Lipstadt said she does not use the term "revisionist" to describe Holocaust deniers because it is a loaded term, arrogant term used to describe certain historical schools of thought.

Reputed Neo-Nazis, white supremacists and racists are among the ranks of the deniers who say the Holocaust never happened. Six million Jews were not systematically exterminated, Lipstadt added. Although she said she will not debate the deniers, Lipstadt did say that retaliation is sometimes needed through lawsuits, such as why some Nazi war criminals avoided conviction.

She also emphasized the importance of sitting with them in discussion.

"Exposé what they are and go and learn what it's all about," she said. "The real answer is not to debate, but to educate."

Lipstadt focused on the Institute for Historical Review, a publication which sends to college newspapers for publication.

The newspapers which accept the ad, Lipstadt said, have "confused First Amendment thinking and confused thinking between truth and fiction."

"It's either garbage, but students have fallen for it," she added.

Lipstadt read a passage from the IHR's most recent ad which denied the Holocaust's existence.

"The real answer is not to debate, but to educate," Lipstadt read. "The real deniers," Lipstadt said in response to those who deny the Holocaust's existence.

"You're not going to convince the real deniers," Lipstadt said in response. "But you have opened their minds and they were moved and inspired by Lipstadt."

"She has given me ammunition to discount (the deniers) entirely," College junior Adam Schaffer said.

A reception was held after the speech in the Hill building, where students were able to talk with Lipstadt on a more personal basis.
Kim puts South Korean army on alert

PHOENIX — It’s been a dream that has puzzled everyone who is into technology and what not. Bill Gates and Craig McCune, two of America’s best-known high-tech entrepreneurs, think they’ve found the way. With $8 billion to launch their satellite, Gates and McCune plan to broadcast television, video and data transmissions to millions of people in remote parts of the world that are bypassed by the Information Superhighway.

But beyond the initial enthusiasm there is such a gift.

KIM’S QUOTE: "We can make the world a better place for people who are left out of the Information Superhighway."
Forum targets issues affecting lesbians

By Keith Herring

Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

Gray speaks on race and racial prejudice

By Joan Friedman

Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

Escort drivers help police suspects

By Gregory Montana

Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

Unification Church founder speaks on campus

By Becca Jones

Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

Class Boards’ funding requests denied

By John Addams

Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

Attention: Freshmen and Sophomores

Interested in reading for the SOPHOMORE & JUNIOR CLASS SHOWCASE

Information Meeting

TODAY

9:00 Houston Hall Room 245

For more info contact Scott 898-5339
The BOND PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS GROUP works with Sales, Trading and Investment Banking to help Salomon Brothers’ clients quantify and implement investment, capital raising, hedging, and asset allocation strategies. The Group concentrates on the quantitative aspects of fixed income assets and liabilities with special focus on mortgages, interest rate and currency hedging, option valuation, investment portfolio strategy, borrowing strategy, asset/liability management and corporate finance issues. The Analyst’s primary role is to promote the use of state-of-the-art computer models by our Sales and Trading professionals as well as our clients.

REQUIREMENTS:

Academic Background: M.B.A., M.S. or Ph.D. in a quantitative field such as Finance, Statistics, Operations Research, Engineering, Mathematics or Computer Science.

Additional Skills:
Strong analytical and interpersonal skills are required. Knowledge of the financial markets and/or computer programming is a plus.

UNFORTUNATELY, THIS IS WHERE PEOPLE ARE PUTTING TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

Every year, a lot of people make a huge mistake on their taxes. They don’t take advantage of tax-deferred and wind up sending Uncle Sam money they could be using for retirement.

Fortunately, that’s a mistake you can easily avoid with TIAA CREF SRAs. SRAs not only raise your current take-home pay, but they offer a remarkably easy way to build retirement income—especially for the “extras” that your regular pension and Social Security benefits may not cover. Because your contributions are made in before-tax dollars, you pay less taxes now. And since all earnings on your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the money you don’t send to Washington works even harder for you. Doesn’t the road, that make a dramatic difference in your quality of life.

What else makes SRAs so special? A range of allocation choices—from the guaranteed security of TIAA to the diversified investment accounts of CREF’s variable annuity—all backed by the nation’s number one retirement system.

Why write off the chance for a more rewarding retirement? Call today and learn more about how TIAA CREF SRAs can help you enjoy many happy returns.

Resumes should be submitted ASAP to:
Joan Dolph
Salomon Brothers Inc
Bond Portfolio Analysis Group
FAX (212) 783-4615

1880 Prize Exam
Department of Mathematics

The class of 1880 Prize Exam, open to all members of the freshman class in any school, will be given on Tuesday, March 29, 1994, from 4 to 6 pm in DRL 4C2.

The first prize is $250 and second prize is $150.

If you are interested in taking the exam, sign-up in the Math office before March 29, 1994.

Finely See Yourself As Others See You
Improve Your Interpersonal And Job Interviewing Skills
It Is Easier Than You Think!

Problem: What can you do to make a better first impression and establish more meaningful relationships?

Solution: See yourself as others see you, with the Personality Plus profile, a dynamic new tool that will give you an understanding of your personality so you can improve self-confidence, self-esteem and be more effective in day to day relationships with people in general.

Now available for the first time to the general public a personality profile, sign-up in the Math office before March 29, 1994.

1880 Prize Exam
Department of Mathematics

Salomon Brothers
Quantitative Applications Analyst

Salomon Brothers is an international investment banking firm that makes markets in securities and provides a broad range of underwriting, financial advisory and research services to governments, corporations, and institutional investors.

The BOND PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS GROUP works with Sales, Trading and Investment Banking to help Salomon Brothers’ clients quantify and implement investment, capital raising, hedging, and asset allocation strategies. The Group concentrates on the quantitative aspects of fixed income assets and liabilities with special focus on mortgages, interest rate and currency hedging, option valuation, investment portfolio strategy, borrowing strategy, asset/liability management and corporate finance issues. The Analyst’s primary role is to promote the use of state-of-the-art computer models by our Sales and Trading professionals as well as our clients.

REQUIREMENTS:

Academic Background: M.B.A., M.S. or Ph.D. in a quantitative field such as Finance, Statistics, Operations Research, Engineering, Mathematics or Computer Science.

Additional Skills:
Strong analytical and interpersonal skills are required. Knowledge of the financial markets and/or computer programming is a plus.

Finally See Yourself As Others See You
Improve Your Interpersonal And Job Interviewing Skills
It Is Easier Than You Think!

Problem: What can you do to make a better first impression and establish more meaningful relationships?

Solution: See yourself as others see you, with the Personality Plus profile, a dynamic new tool that will give you an understanding of your personality so you can improve self-confidence, self-esteem and be more effective in day to day relationships with people.

Now available for the first time to the general public a personality profile, sign-up in the Math office before March 29, 1994.
Baseball sweeps Hoyas, hosts Rider today

**BASEBALL from BACK PAGE**
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Registration begins on March 28 for all sessions. Call PARIS (573-PENN) to register. For further information, call 898-1147 or stop by the Office of Summer Sessions/CGS, 3440 Market Street, Suite 100.
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M. Tennis hosts local foes

By Michael Hassey

Everyday was going as usually for the Penn men's tennis team as they built their record to 7-3 overall, and a perfect 4-0 at home. There was no sign of anything was going to change. But single/freshman Jeff Jackson said. "Both of those matches are matches we can bounce back from West Virginia loss." sophomore Jeff Schecter aid. However, while La Salle is generally considered a strong team, "Temple is always ready to play us since we usually beat them," Schecter said. "They're always ready to knock us off. We have to take care of their surge in the beginning of the match."

The key is for everyone to come back after the bad loss and keep it up," said senior captain David Nathan. "We don't want to look ahead. Only the top four teams in Region 1 will make the NCAAs. We don't want to overlook them." The Mountaineers, serving the role as unhospitable guests, crushed the Quakers 7-0. and left Penn with more questions than answers. Was the loss an aberration? Suddenly became jolted.

The Quakers have another obstacle to overcome as they build their record to 7-3 overall, and Penn (8-4) will take on Philadelphia rivals Temple and Drexel this weekend. He sprained his ankle and partially tore some ligaments during against West Virginia. Penn, as it has done all year, will be forced to overcome injuries to its top players. "The key is for everyone to come back after the bad loss and keep it up," said senior captain David Nathan. "We don't want to look ahead. Only the top four teams in Region 1 will make the NCAAs. We don't want to overlook them." senior David Nathan said. "We don't want to look ahead. Only the top four teams in Region 1 will make the NCAAs. and a loss to a relatively weak team like Temple or La Salle would put their NCAA dreams in serious jeopardy."

"Temple is a good enough team so they can beat us if we play poorly and just concentrate." The Quakers have another obstacle to overcome as sophomore J.J Cramer will not play for at least several weeks. He sprained his ankle and partially tore some ligaments during against West Virginia. Penn, as it has done all year, will be forced to overcome injuries to its top players. "The key is for everyone to come back after the bad loss and keep it up," said senior captain David Nathan. "We don't want to look ahead. Only the top four teams in Region 1 will make the NCAAs. and a loss to a relatively weak team like Temple or La Salle would put their NCAA dreams in serious jeopardy."

"Temple is a good enough team so they can beat us if we play poorly and just concentrate."
SEIZE THE MOMENT TO GET THE BEST LOCATIONS

Tours now being conducted of RENOVATED GROUP TOWNHOUSES
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5-10 Bedrooms 39th-42nd Streets Locust, Pine, Osage, Baltimore Avenue Security System, Sunroom, Cable, Laundry Facilities, Modern Kitchens & Baths

UNIVERSITY ENTERPRISES

4009 Chestnut Street 222-5500

Graduate Apartments in University City owned and managed by Alan H. Klein

4701 Pine Street

Quality efficiencies, 2, 3 and 4-bedroom apartments in the Fairmount Garden Place. Concord Hall and many turn of the century Victorian houses with security intercoms. 24 hour desk service and laundry/laundry facilities. Roommates available.

Free shuttle service To and from campus 748-3339 222-4449

Quality apartments that you can afford near your mother's smile.
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In the biggest flurry of activity on NHL trading deadline day for players and eight draft picks changed teams existing on 18 trades involving 10 of the 24 franchises.

Among those traded were Mike Gartner, the fifth-highest goal scorer in NHL history, and Lynah, the NHL's leading points scorer with the hardest shot in the game. Al Arbour, the former NHL coach of the New York Islanders, was named New York's new coach as an insurance policy against a possible lockout, and he reassigned coach Ted Nolan to the Amerks.

The 10 trades surpassed the previous record of nine trades on Wednesday, Jan. 22.

Gartner was among six players traded by the New York Rangers, who have struggled lately and led the trade talks on two-point goalie Mike Liut of the Atlantic Division entering last night.

New York coach, a right of admission, doesn't want to make a trade with New York.

The Rangers got right wing Brian Noonan for the Edmonton Oilers during their championship days in the 1980s but whose storied has tanked. The Rangers also got defensemen Scott Malone and a fourth-round pick in the 1989 draft. The Rangers were in a rush for big-name players.

In a swap of young for size, New York sent right wing Tony Amonte and the rights to left wing Matt Gotta to the New Jersey Devils for defensemen Andrew Ference and right wing Brian Noonan.

New York also traded forward Mike Laab and Mike MacAdam to the New York Islanders for forward Craig MacTavish, and left wing Phil Goyette for New York's second-round consideration, and draft defensemen Petter Andersson, a 6-foot-1, 200-pound left-handed pick in the 1993 draft.

Dallas acquired Pepe Melnik, Philadelphia's future center for 592, left wing Ken McDaniels, and right wing Mike MacAdam for the Islanders.

Xavier was able to run the clock down to two seconds before Grand Jester.

A former Phillies player, who played for the Kondomin Oilers in the 1980s but whose storied has tanked. The Rangers also got defensemen Scott Malone and a fourth-round pick in the 1989 draft. The Rangers were in a rush for big-name players.

Brian Grant made two clinching free throws with four seconds remaining.

The Rangers also got defensemen Scott Malone and a fourth-round pick in the 1989 draft. The Rangers were in a rush for big-name players.
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W. Hoops was led by seniors

BY LISA DECOY
Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

It is rather hard to analyze the Penn women's basketball team's season after

the season's end. The Quakers had some

impressive wins against Temple, Lafayette and

Lehigh, but that began in the very last game

of the season. The Big Green blew out

Penn but the Quakers gained some measure of revenge later in the season.

"Dartmouth was such a critical game for us to lose," Polly said. "It really hurt us early on. Beating them confirmed a lot for us."

Quakers' inconsistency was a prevalent problem this season.

"I've given a lot of thought," she said. "I really don't know why we were so inconsistent. It's not for lack of trying.

If anything was consistent for the Quakers, it was Point Guard and Guard

Katie Banks and Shelly Flowers, and freshman Erica McCauley — return.

She was second in scoring in the Ivy League, but in the last game of the season, McCauley contributed the most in rebounding at 8.2. She is only

the Quakers' scorer to score at least 100 rebounds.

Gabriel also ended her career on a high note, scoring 21 and grabbing 11 rebounds in the two games, that team the Leopards and the Brown, the two teams that were beaten by the Quakers. She

and sophomore Amy Shapiro. The tandem has combined 21 rebounds in the two games.

Both finished strong, scoring double figures, with Shapiro averaging 10.8

points and 8.2 rebounds. She is only the second player to score in the Ivy League, splitting the season series.

Every game of the season was to be played from the early season, we could

have done extremely well.

Although the tough competition

was enough to prepare the Quakers for the Ivy season, Gabriel

mentioned that the biggest factor that affected the Quakers was the injuries.

"If we had maintained our level of play from the early season, we could

have done extremely well," she said. "I think we stepped down to the level of playing from the early season, we could have done extremely well."